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INTRODUCTION: Oral carcinoma is one of the greatest health problems globally with increasing prevalence. It
is the second most common malignancy in both genders in Pakistan. They are responsible for approximately
200,000 deaths per year worldwide. The most common malignancy of the oral cavity is squamous cell carcinoma
(SCC). In a recent study bony invasion by squamous cell carcinoma is found to be 53.3% in mandible, 15.5%
in maxilla and 4.4% in both. One of the important roles of imaging is to detect bony invasion of oral SCC. The
management of these patients depend upon the bony invasion. This aim of this study is to evaluate the diagnostic
accuracy of the computed tomography in detecting the bony invasion of oral squamous cell carcinoma. Early
detection is of utmost important in planning the treatment regimen to reduce the risk of distant metastasis and
consequent morbidity and mortality. MATERIAL AND METHODS: This was a prospective cross sectional study
conducted at the department of diagnostic radiology, Ziauddin medical university and hospital. 211 patients were
included in our study who has oral squamous cell carcinoma referred to our radiology department for imaging.
Multislice computed tomography was done, and assessment was made for bone invasion of the tumor. Histopathology
was done as the gold standard. Sensitivity & specificity were calculated by comparing the results with histopathology.
RESULTS: The sensitivity and specificity of the computed tomography for the detection of bone invasion were
97.11% and 89.7% respectively. CONCLUSION: Mulltislice computed tomography is a noninvasive imaging
modality in early detection of bony invasion of oral squamous cell carcinoma with high accuracy. CT reconstruction
with bone algorithm is accurate technique in detection of bony invasion.
Keywords: Multislice Computed Tomography,Oral carcinoma, Squamous cell carcinoma, Bony invasion.

ABSTRACT

Introduction

Oral squamous cell carcinomas are the sixth most
common cancers in the world.1 The incidence rate
of oral SCC has increased in recent times with highest
incidence observed in Pakistan, France, India, and
Brazil.2 It is the second most common malignancy in
both genders in Pakistan.3 The incidence rate per

100,000 in Karachi is 21.3 in males and 19.3 in
female.4 They are responsible for approximately
200,000 deaths per year worldwide.5 Squamous cell
carcinoma is the most common histologic type of
malignancy of oral cavity,6 accounts for approximately
2.5 % of all malignancy and associated with alcohol
and tobacco consumption.7
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Leukoplakia and sub mucosal fibrosis are considered
as oral precancerous lesions with almost 2-12% chan-
ces of malignant transformation. Oral SCC is mani-
fested in various clinical forms like leukoplakia, ver-
rucous leukoplakia, erythroleukoplakia. necrotic ulcer
with indurated edges or as an exophytic mass. Mostly
they are painless unless secondarily infected.8

In Pakistan, oral cancers are among the commonest
type of cancer. According to the reports published by
Pakistan Medical Research Council (PMRC), oral
SCC is the most common cancer among males and
second common cancer in females after breast.9 Du-
ring the last few years it has been observed that this
disease is appearing more in teenagers.10 Major con-
tributors for this increased incidence especially in
younger individuals are various forms of chewable
tobacco like pati, gutka and manpuri etc. The use of
these chewing tobacco is high in almost all socio-
economic classes.8

The role of imaging is not only to diagnose neoplastic
lesion in oral cavity but also detect its bony invasion
or infiltration, because bony invasion influences
surgical planning. It is helpful for surgeon to decide
for a marginal and segmental mandibulectomy, hemi
mandibulectomy, partial maxillectomy and total
maxillectomy.11 Among various imaging modalities
both computed tomography (CT) and magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) are commonly used to evaluate
for bony invasion of oral SCC.12 Modern CT technique
with 1-2 mm sections is highly sensitive for the detec-
tion of bone invasion and aids in surgical treatment
planning. If bone invasion is detected, a mandibu-
lectomy seems always reasonable.13 However, there
is limited local data available regarding accuracy of
computed tomography in detection of bony invasion
of squamous cell carcinoma.
The increasing overall burden of oral cancers in
Karachi and their fatal sequelae due to late detection
of the progress of cancer warrant a better screening
tool so this study helps in establishing the recent
local data regarding sensitivity and specify of
multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) in early
and accurate detection of bony invasion of oral
squamous cell carcinoma as a non-invasive technique
and comparing it with histopathology. Early detection
is of utmost important in planning the treatment
regimen to reduce the risk of distant metastasis and
consequent morbidity and mortality.

Material & Methods

This was a prospective cross sectional study conducted
at the department of diagnostic radiology, Ziauddin
medical university and hospital from July 2017 to
January 2018. 211 patients of either gender with
biopsy proven squamous cell carcinoma of oral cavity
were included in the study who referred to the
department of radiology for CT scan. Post treatment
patients (surgery or chemoradiation) were excluded
from the study. Multislice computed tomography was
done, and assessment was made for bone invasion
of the tumor prior to surgery. All patients then had
subsequent histopathology. All these patients were
labeled as having bony invasion or otherwise based
on multislice CT findings. The histopathological
findings were then be compared with the findings of
multislice CT scan to calculate sensitivity and spe-
cificity. The demographic data related to age and
gender were also be recorded in proforma. Data was
initially collected on proforma which was then entered
into SPSS software. All analysis were done using
SPSS version 22. Mean and standard deviations were
calculated for continuous variables like age, duration
of illness. Frequencies with percentages were
calculated for categorical variables like sex, final
diagnosis on biopsy and computed tomography. The
binary variables of diagnosis of bony invasion on
histopathology and computed tomography were cross
tabulated to construct a 2x2 table. The 2x2 table was
used to calculate sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value, negative predictive value, and
diagnostic accuracy. Effect modifiers like age, gender
and duration of illness were controlled through
stratification. Post stratification diagnostic accuracy
were also calculated.

Results

A total of 211 patients were included in the study.
The ages ranged from 15 to 50 years and mean age
was 39.23 – 1 years. The gender distribution showed
that there were 145 (68.72%) males while 66 (31.27%)
females. We found out that 112 patients showed
evidence of bony invasion on multislice CT.  37 patients
showed invasion in the maxilla 57 in the mandible
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Discussion

Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is a multi-
factorial disease with increasing incidence globally.
Some of the proven causative factors are tobacco,
alcohol and human papilloma virus, the prognosis of
disease is determined by various factors ranging from
demographics to molecular markers. In many litera-
tures authors have tried to prove the correlation of
some factors or group of independent factors with
prognosis of patients with oral carcinoma. But none
of the factor can alone influence the prognosis of
disease. For the prognosis of patient with oral cancer

Figure 1: Coronal slice of CT scan showing the bony invasion of
oral carcinoma in the maxilla and maxillary sinus.

while 18 in both. Histopathology confirmed that a total
of 101 patients showed bony invasion of the squamous
cell carcinoma. 33 of them showed invasion of the
maxilla, 53 of the mandible while 15 patients showed
invasion in both. Multislice CT correctly identified
33/37 invasions of the maxilla while 53/57 of the mandi-
bular invasions and 15/18 in both. Thus, the sensitivity

Table 1:
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Figure 2: Mass showing erosion and involvement of maxilla and
maxillary sinus

of the computed tomography was 97.11%. On the
other hand, computed tomography truly identified
96/99 cases without bony invasion making the
specificity as 89.7%. The overall diagnostic accuracy
of the multislice computed tomography was 93.3%.
Positive and negative predicative values for a diagnosis
of SCC with bony invasion on computed tomography
were 90.1% and 96.96 % respectively. (Tab.1)

Figure 3: Left sided oral carcinoma invading left mandible (arrow).
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all the factors should be considered including
demographics, general physical factors, clinical factors,
histological factors, and molecular factors.14

Oral cancer represents only 3% of all malignant
tumours,15 but it has very high mortality rate with a
5-year survival rate of less than 60%.16 Squamous
cell carcinoma (SCC) is the most common histopatho-
logical type, represents around 90% of malignant
tumors of the oral cavity, predominantly in the man-
dible, with more than 300,000 new cases diagnosed
each globally.17

Oral SCC shows rapid growth that is why radiological
imaging is mandatory in addition to clinical exami-
nation.18 The radiological imaging helps in the
assessment of tumor size, thickness, depth, exten-
sion19 as well as bony invasion or infiltration. A tumor
is a three-dimensional structure and for surgical
planning size and extension of tumor in all three
dimensions are mandatory for surgeon in obtaining
cancer-free margins.20

Various radiologic imaging techniques are available
for the determination of oral cancer along with its
extension, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) are best imaging modalities
available for the detection of head and neck tumors.18

The choice largely depends on the local availability
and expertise. One of the important role of imaging
in patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma is to
detect the presence of bony invasion, as it influences
surgical planning. It is helpful for surgeon to plan for
a marginal and segmental mandibulectomy, hemi
mandibulectomy, partial maxillectomy and total
maxillectomy.11

In 2013 S Uribe, et al in a study on accuracy of
imaging modalities for detection of bony invasion in
patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma and it
showed the diagnostic accuracy of 85.7 - 86.7 % on
CT scan, 87.0% on PET/CT and 85.7-87.0% on
MRI.17

In 2006 Imaizumi et al had also shown excellent result
in a comparative study for mandibular invasion in CT
Vs MRI. He reported sensitivity of CT 100% and
specificity 88%, PPV 89% and NPV 100%.11 These
accuracy measures are higher than any other study.
It is chiefly because of Imaizumi et al had taken 5
mm and 1mm thickness in axial section of CT scan
along with soft tissue and bone algorithm images he
had also added Dental CT, CT software program spe-

Conclusion

The key findings of our study suggested that multislice
computed tomography is highly reliable in detecting
the bony invasions in oral squamous cell carcinoma.
Use of this rapid, nonoperator dependent & highly
accurate examination may decrease delays in appro-
priate management and guides in defining the disease
extent as well as helps in deciding which surgical
approach to be used.

Conflict of Interest: None

cifically developed to evaluate multiple panoramic
and cross-sectional images of the jaw bone. Slieker
et all in their study yielded the sensitivity of CT scan
in detecting bony invasion is 92% with specificity of
87%.21 Mukherji et al. concluded the sensitivity of CT
scan is 96%, specificity 87%, positive predictive value
89% and negative predictive value 95%.22

It should be considered that, although studies of
diagnostic accuracy are necessary and are available
as well, but they are not sufficient for making imaging
policy or fixed protocols.23 However, after evaluation
of new diagnostic techniques they should incorporate
in imaging protocols not only for enhancement of
image quality but also help in making the decisions
about treatment.24

There are some limitations of CT in diagnosing super-
ficial lesion that only abutting against adjacent bone,
hence full staging process should include clinical
examination and imaging. And there is always a need
for refinement in imaging techniques and modalities
that can provide accurate information approaching
gold standard, in this respect further studies can be
done in this regard. Magnetic resonance imaging &
Fused PET/CT may be useful.
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